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i ---ABSTRACT.

.. 111('entrnnce of the Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic Ocean in the
~ ,1;1\' lid ty of Cape Cha'rles ~nd Cape Henry were surveyed to s~udy the

-hot t (1mmorphology and sed1ments, and subbottom structure, 1n an effort
fO locate suitable sand deposits in volumes great enough to economi-

11.1)' restore and periodically nourish the_, shore. Sei~mic reflection
j','ofdcs .and sediment c9res were the basis for ,.the study. Field and
1.J!llIratory techniques us'ed for the profiles, and sediment obtained from
f'fl' sea floor in lower bay and ocean are presented. Most of the study
;11",';1is less than 35 feet deep; distTibution of shallow bay and inshore
[,' rr.H"l'S and deeper water are shown in the figures. The study included
:111,11)'ses of borings taken along the route of .the Chesapeake Bay Bridge
TWIIIl'1 hy the Bridge Commission in 1960 and 1961. Cores obtained for a
.::,.:.:111): study by the Norfolk District, Corps of Engineers, 1970, were
/:1.1"1'avai lable and were used in the study.

FOREWORD

TI1is report is one of a series which
CEHC Inner Continental Shelf Sediment and
viollsty referred to as the Sand Inventory,.

will describe results of the
Structure (ICONS) Study, pre-
Program.

Edward P. Meisburger, a CERC geologist, prepared the report under.~t' direction and supervision of Dr. David B. Duane, Chief of the
'olo~y Branch. As part of the research program of the Engineering

"'ydopment Division the ICONS Study is under the general supervision
.. of ~Ir. George ~f. Watts, Chief of the Division. The field work for the
,.tlld)' was done by National Engineering Science Company (NESCO) under
\Ontract(DACW65-68-0001) funded by CERCbut awarded and administered
h)' the Norfolk District, Corps of Engineers. ..

i i

Cores taken during the field program are stored at the Smithsonian
Institution Oceanographic Sorting Center (SOSC), Washington, D. C. 20390.
Microfilm of the seismic profiles, the 1:80,000 navigational plots, and
other anci llary data are stored at the National Oceanographic Data Cen-
f('r (NODe)t Rockville, Maryland 20852. Requests for information rela-
tI\'l~ to these items should be .directed to SOSCor NODC.

At the time of publication Lieutenant Colonel Don S. McCoy was
IIlrl'l'tor of CERC;Thorndike Saville, Jr. was Technical Director.

~,')IT: r.onullt'nts on this publication are invited. Discussion.will be
i'/I,»\i~;hl'd in the next-.issuc: of the CERCBulletin.

l1lis report is published under authority of Public Law 166, 79th
('(\I\;~r«";s. approved July 31, 1945, as supplemented by Public Law 172.
hlith C()II~~reSs, approved November 7, 1963.
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GEOMORPHOLOGY AND SEDIMENTS
OF TIlE

CHESAPEAKE BAY ENTRANCE

by

Edward P. Meisburger

Section L INTRODUCTION

.1. Background

Ocean beaches and dunes constitute a vital buffer zone between the
s.ea _and coastal .areas and provide at the same time much neeqed recrea-
tion areas for the public. The construction, improvement, and main-
tenance of beaches through the artificial placement (nourishment) of
sand on the shore is one of several protection methods. This technique
has gained prominence in coastal engineering largely as a result of the
successful program initiated at Santa Barbara, California, in 1938
(Hall, 1952).

Where the specified plan of improvement involves shore restoration
and periodic nourishment, large volumes of sand fill may be involved.
In recent years it has become increasingly difficult to obtain suitable
sand from lagoons or inland sources in sufficient quantities and at an
economical c9st for beach fill purposes. This is due to increased land
value, diminution and depletion of previously used nearby sources, and
added ~ost of transporting sand ,from areas increasingly remote. Materi-
al compos1ng the bottom andsubbottom of estuaries, lagoons, and bays,
is often too fine-grained and not suitable for long-term protection.
M1ile the loss of some fines. is inevitable as the new beach sediment
seeks equilibrium with its environment, it is possible to estimate the
stability of the beach fill, and keep the loss to a minimum thTough se-
lection of the most suitable fill material (Krumbein and James, 1965).

The problem.of locating a suitable and economical sand supply led _

the Corps of Engineers to a search for new unexploited deposits of sand.
The search focused offshore with the intent to explore and inventory
deposits suitable for future beach fill requirements, and subsequently
to develop and refine techniques for transferring offshore sand to the
beach. The exploration program is conducted throug~ the U. S. Army
Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERC). An initial phase in develop-
ing techniques for transferring offshore sand to the beach is described
by Mauriello j1967).

Formerly called the sand inventory program, it was begun in 1964
with a survey off the New Jersey Coast. Subsequent surveys included
the inshore waters off New England, New York, Florida, Maryland, and
parts of Delaware and Virginia. Recognizing the broader application of
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cted in the cond~ct of the" r~se"arch program toward

r

~~CERC missio~,,~specially in terms of Continental Shelf structure
... >(Meisburger and -Duane," 1969), Continental Shelf Sedimentati.on (Field,

'r Meisburgcrand .Duan'e, 1971), and its pot~ntial application to histori-,
ca1 geology and engineering studies of the shelf, the sand inventory
program is now referred to as the Inner Continental Shelf, Sediment and
Structure Program (ICONS). '",

2. -Field "an~ Laboratory Procedures

"Th~ exploration "phase of the ICONS program uses seismic Teflection
profiling supplemented by cores of the marine bottom. Addit'ronal sup-
por~ing data for the studies are obtained from USC&GShydrographic boat
,sheets and rela~ed published literature. Planning, and ,seismic-reflec-
~ion,profiling, coring, positioning, and analysis of sediment obtained
in the cores are detailed in Geomorphology and Sediment Characteristics
of the, Nearshore Continental Shelf~ Miami to PaZm Beach; FZorida (Duane
and Meisburger, 1969). However, a brief description of techniques is
germane to this paper and follows.

I

I
i"

I
I

a. Planning - Survey tracklines were laid out by the CERC Geology
Branch staff in either of two line patterns: grid and reconnaissance'
li~es. A grid pattern (line. spacing about 1 stature mile) was used to
cover areas where a more detailed development of bottom and subbottom

t
nditions was desired. Reconnaissance lines are one or several con-

uous zigzag lines'followed to explore areas between grids, and to
vide a means of correlating sonic reflection horizons between grids.

econnaissance lines provide sufficient information to show the general
morphologic and geologic aspect of the area covered, ,and to identify
the best places for additional data collection.

I
)

\
}

(
I
I

I)
I
I
I
I

Selection of core sites was based on a continuing review of the
seismic profiles as they became available during the survey. This
procedure allowed core-site selection based on the best information
available; it also permitted the contractor to complete coring in one
area before moving his base to the next area.

2

)

\
I
I

I
1
i
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

{

j
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b. Seismic Reflection Profiling is a technique in wide use for
delineating subbottom structures and bedding planes in sea floor sedi-
ments and rocks. Continuous reflections are obtained by ,generating
repetitive high-energy, sound pulses near the water surface and record-
ing "echoes" reflected from the bottom-water interface, and subbottom
interfaces between acoustically dissimilar materials. In general, the
compositional and physical properties which commonly differentiate sedi-
ments and rocks als~ p~oduce acoustic contrasts. TI1US, an acoustic
profile is roughly comparable to a geologic cross section.

Seismic-reflection surveys of marine areas are made by towing
sound-generating sources and receiving instruments behind a survey
vessel which follows predetermined survey track lines . For continuous

. ~
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profiling~, cthe sound ~our-ce is1~irpd ,at a :r.~pid .rate, and 'returning
signals_from bottom~and.subb()ttom~interfaces .are received by one or more

'hydrophones.-~ Returning signils:~JS.l'e.amplified and fed to a recorder .

which graphically plots' the. two-.way si.gna1-;,travel time. Assumi~ga
~onstant velocity, for ,sound in water and shelf sediments, a vertical
dep.th scale can be constructed. to the chart paper. Horizontal location
is obtained by frequent navigational fixes keyed to the chart record by
an event" marker, and by .interpolation between fixes.

~ mor~ detailed discussion-or seismic profiling techniques can be
found in a number of technical'.:ptib1ications (Miller et a1., 1967;
Ewing, 1963 ; Hersey, 196-3jandif.ioor'e'and 'P,aTmer, 1968).

Geophysical work for t~e._pre~ent study'was accomplished with a
seismic system usiqg compressed;air.as a. s.ound energy source. Two "air
guns" were used simultaneously during the survey. A low energy, high
resolutiongun source with a l-cubic-inch chamber was used to p~oduce a
signal which provides good resolution but limited penetration. . Returns
from this source were recorded directly on 8-inch-wide electronsensitive
paper using a recorder sweep speed of 125 milliseconds. The second gun
had a 3-cubic-inch chamber, and its returns were recorded on magnetic
tape and later played back through a recorder for display on 19-inch-
wide recorder paper. The latter source provides greater' penetration,
but resolution is reduced because of its longer pulse time.

. .

. c. Coring Techniques - A pneumatic vibrating hammer-driven coring
assembly was used for obtaining cores from the survey area. The appa-
ratus consists of a standard core barrel, liner, shoe and core catcher
wit~ the driver element fastened to the upper end of the barrel. These
are enclosed in a self-supporting frame which allows the assembly to
rest on the bottom during coring, thus permi~ting limited motion of the
support vessel in response to waves. Power is supplied to the vibrator

from a deck-mounted air compressor by means of a flexible hoseline.
After the core is driven and returned, the liner containing the cored

material is removed and capped.

d. Processing - Seismic records are analyzed to establish .the
principal bedding or structural features in upper subbottom strata.
After preliminary analysis, record data is reduced to detailed cross-
section profiles showing all. reflective interfaces within the subbottom.
Selected reflectors .are then mapped to provide areal continuity of
reflective horizons considered significant because of their extent and
relationship to the general structure and geology of the study area.

If possible, the upper mapped reflector is correlated with core data

to p~9vide a measure of continuity between cores.

Cores are visually inspected and logged aboard ship. After de-
livery to CERC, these cores are sampled by drilling through the liners
and removing samples of tepresentative material. After preliminary

analysis, a number of representative cores are split to determine

3
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details of the bedding. ::~Cores are set up for splitting on a wooden
'trough. A circular :pow~r saw mounted on a base whicn is designed to
ride along the top of the trough i~, .set to cut just through the liner.
B'y making a cut in one direction and then, reversing the saw base and
making a second cut in the opposite direction, a l20-degree segment of
the liner is cut. The sediment above the cut line is then removed with

a spatula, and the core ,is logged, sampled and photographed. -

j:

Samples from cores~are examined ~der a binocular microscope, and
'des~ribed in terms of gros~ lithology, mineralogy, and the type and
abundance of skeletal fragments of organisms.

3. Scope

Continuous marine seismic reflection profiles and sediment cores
were obtained by the contractor for an area of sea floor lying in lower
Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic Ocean in the general vicinity of Cape '

Charles and Cape Henry (Fig. 1). The exploration program consisted of
a detailed survey covering 180 square miles in the Chesapeake Bay En-
trance area adjacent to the Capes and a reconnaissance survey of the
nearshore continental shelf off the southern Virginia Coast between
Cape Henry and False Cape. Only that portion of the survey covering
the Chesapeake Bay Entrance is reported in detail. (A report on the.

8 connaissance area will be made in the future when sufficient addi-
onal data is available for adequate analysis.)

During field. operations, 290 statut-e miles of shallow and medium
penetration seismic reflection survey of the bottom and subbottom under-
lying the report area were obtained (Figs. 2a. and 2b.). "A.4t'otal of
~i!'t.Y~(?I1e ;:4-inch:~diame,te:tw;ediment '..cores- up:i..to' '20 -feeti"- dongdwere taken
,in.{1:he-sur.vey area byf:'i~t'Pii'eumatlcvibTator"'nanuner ~type. coring 'apparatus .
Additional data was obtained in 1970 from similar cores collected by
the Norfolk District of 'the Corps of Engineers for a dredging survey.

.
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Figure 1o Map of the Chesapeake Bight region showing coverage
of the Chesapeake Bay Entrance ICONS survey.
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Sectloh~II"";: HYDROGRAPHY,AND GEOLOGYOF TIlE .sTUDY AREA
_. ' ~-..:;../.'.f;.~-.-". ~ ...,. .- -.-

1. Hydr'Ography'

The. Chesapeake ,~ay Entrance study area encompasses shallow portions
" of lower Chesapeake Bay and .adjacent inshore sand flat's in and around

the bay entrance (Fig.. .1). '~Most'or this area lies under less than 35
feet of water. Deeper waters occur in the channels and closed depres-
sion in the lower Bay:, and on. the ~ shelf seaward of the inshore flats
~d shoals. '

Figure 3 shows the gross morphology of the bottom, (distribution
~f shallow ~ay and inshore terraces and deeper waters). The division

-between the main flats and deeper waters (which generally falls at
around -30 to -36 feet MLW)is drawn at the top of the slope. Locally
the slope is so gentle that the break is indefinite; here the dividing
lin~ was arbitrarily drawn at -33 feet MLW.

Although open water extends across Chesapeake Bay from Fisherman
Island off Cape Charles to Cape Henry 10 nautical miles southward, the
main inlet channel is less than 2 nautical miles wide. This channel is
roughly in the form of a curved rectilinear depression with maximum

~depths of around 90 feet at MLW,and it is partially closed at both
ends where the depth decreases to about 45 feet. Maximum depths in this
channel occur NNE of Cape Henry. From'this point the channel curves.southeastward (and ends) about 5 nautical miles southeast of t~e Cape.
West of Cape Henry, the main inlet channel terminates off Lynnhaven
where it subdivides into three smaller and shallower channels: Thimble
Shoals Channel 'leading westward to Hampton and Norfolk; Chesapeake
Channel leading northward into middle and upper Chesapeake Bay; and a
small channel leading a short distance WSWinto Lynnhaven Roads.

Cape Henry is steep-to and closely borders the deep water in the
main inlet channel. Southward from Cape Henry the Virginia shore is
bordered by a terrace-like flat at about -25 to -30 feet MLW. West of
Cape Henry within the study limits the south Bay shore is fronted by a
gently sloping bottom of sand, silt and sandy silt, extending north to
Thimble Shoals Channel. A sandy flat called Tail of the Horseshoe lies
between Thimble Shoals Channel and Chesapeake Channel. This flat-topped
shoal is triangular with the apex at the confluence of the two flanking
channels with the main inlet channel.

The most extensive sand terrace of the study area borders Cape
G,harles. On the Bay side this terrace extends west 'and south as far as
Chesapeake Channel; on the ocean side, inshore flats extend up to 6 nauti-
cal miles seaward and are prolonged further over the shelf by linear
tWrtheast-trending "finger" shoals.

South of Cape Charles the bay and ocean flats extend to within 2
miles of Cape Henry. Here a lobe of the flats,projects along the flank.southeast for ab

.

out 7 nautical miles.
~.'~
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Figure 3. Gross morphology of the bottom in Chesapeake Bay
Entrance area. Soundings. are in feet.
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I."" The Ca,pe Charles ter.race is characterized by numerous secondary

'._. .rpho1~gica

.

l featu

.

resi"

.

a

.

~~ng which .

..

l~near. shoals and" semi-closed
t fCSSlonsare .most common... Thos.e hnaar features have.been ;)::e.l.at.ed
I .. the tidal currentp".attern ~by Ludwick '(-1970) " ._

~ t ,... ,., _

Tides in Chesapeak..e-Bay Entran~e are semidiurnalwith",3 mean range
of around 3 feet and spring range of 3.5 feet" On the outcr coast of
Vi-rginia, adjacent to the Bay Entrance, mean and spring ranges are
about 3 and 4 feet respectiv~lY CU. S. Dept. of Commerce, 1971).

Tidal currents in the "Bay Entrance vary in ve1ocity.from place to
place, but are generally between 1 and 2 Knots maximum on both flood
and ebb flow as measuz:ed at .the surface. (U.. S. Dept. of Commerce
1967, Haight, Fennegan"and Anderson 1930, Haight 1942, Ludwick 197~.)

Nontidal c~rculation in Chesapeake Bight (Cape Henlopen, Delaware
to Cape Hatteras) has been reported byHarrison et al (1967) from
drifter studies. Their study shows that bottom drifters set out on
the shelf at less than 40 n. miles offshore tend to drift shoreward and
that there is a pronounced tendency for seabed drifters to travel toward
and even enter Chesapeake Bay.

Waves on the open coast south of Cape Henry as .measured by the CERC
wave gage at Virginia Beach are less than 3 feet high more than 90 per-
cent of the time. Most of the Bay Entrance is open to easterly waves
from offshore and to waves generated within the lower Bay which may
reach heights of over 4 feet especially with northerly winds.

~ Geologic Setting

a. Region~l ~spects

The Chesapeake Bay study area lies within the Atlantic Coastal
Plain Province. Basement rock underlies the area at depths greater
than 2,000 feet (Ewing, et aI, 1937, Cederstrom 1945, Richards 1967).
The basement is overlain by a succession of sediments and sedimentary
rocks of the Potomac group (Cretaceous); Pamunky group (Eocene),
Chesapeake group (Miocene) and a varie~y of Ple~stocene age deposits
collectively called the Columbia group (Cederstrom 1945) (Table 1).
Recent deposits consisting largely of marine, estuarine and littoral
sand, silt and clay are confined to submerged and coastal portion of
the report area.

Miocene beds - the oldest of those with direct pertinence to this
study - exceed 600 feet in thickness regionally and consist of layers
of sand, gravel, diatomite and shells (Cederstrom 1945, Sinnott and
Tibhitts 1954 1957; I{arrison et aI, 1965; Richards 1967). TIlC Miocene
section in so~theastern Virginia is divided into four formations: the
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TABLE I
Miocene and Post .Miocene

Stratinraphic Column
Southeastern Virginia

AGf: AND GROUP FORMATION ELEVATION'TO
TOP (FEET)

lIolocene Undifferen-
. tiated

Dismal Swamp +S

Pleistocene
(Columbia
Group)

Sandbridge -25

Londonbridge -17

Kempsville -2

Norfolk -3S

1.1

~--- ..~ "'V___" __.~..______

. \

I'
!

I

LITHOLOGIC
CHARACTER

Dune and bea~h, sand,
alluvium, lagoon silt
and clay

Fresh water peat, clay
and sand

Sand, clay and silt

Lagoonal silt and clay,
beach sand and gravel

Beach sand, gravel and
shell, lagoonal peaty
clay

Beach sand and gravel,
lagoonal fluvial and
estuarine clay and sand

Sand gravel, peat, clay
and sil t

Lagoonal clay and silt
littoral sand

Fluvial and flood plain
fine silt, gravel, clay,
fine sand

Marine clay, silt and
fine sand

Marine clay, silt, sand
shells

-1" ......

Great Bridge . -45

Pliocene or Elberon +45
early
Pleistocene

Bacons Castle +30

Pliocene Sedlc)' -S

Miocene Yorkto",n -30 to -160

(Chesapeake St. 1,.lTYs
Group) Choptank insufficient

Calvert data
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basal ':Calvert and, in ascending order, the Choptank, St. .Marys and
Yorktown:' Theseformatiohs do not' crop out .in or near the Bay Entrance

.area, <'and,cqnsequcntly 'a':I:~,J<.E0wnRnly from wells 'and engil1eering soil
boring~l-)' Be~ca.us~19(~ppar~nt"lithologic variability within formational
,boundaries and the sp-a.rsedata available from wells, lithologic cri-
teria for identifyfngYthese Miocene" formatio~s from well samples are
not well estab1ished~ Difficulties also exist in clearly defining
paleontologic ~riteiia (Sinnott and Tibbitts 1957, Harrison and others,
1965, McLean, 1966); consequently the Chesapeake group formations are
largely undifferentiated in well logs.

In the ~astern shore counties of Virginia (southern end of Delmarva
Peninsula) the Miocene and pO$t~Miocene contact has been ,shown by
Sinnott and'Tibbitts (1955 &~l957) to lie generally less than 100 feet
below 'sea leve'!. Acro'5's the 'Bay Entrance, on the southe'a:st Virginia
coastal plain Miocene sediments have generally been thought to lie no
deeper than '100 'feet below sea level (Cederstrom 1945, Oaks & Coch 1963,
Oaks 1964). Rogers and Spencer (1968), however, believe'that Pleisto-
cene deposits extend to 200 feet below sea level under the coastal
plain directly south of the study area.

J,

Pleistocene sediments of the Virginia coastal plain are collec-
,tively called the Columbia group. Subdivision of the group has until
recently been based largely on topographic expression of the deposits
which occur in a series of step-like terraces. Columbia group sedi-
ments are rarely differentiated in well samples because lithological
and paleontological criteria are not defined.

\

Recently Oaks and Coch (1963) re-defined the morphologic and
stratigraphic units of the 'Pleistocene Columbia group and pre-Columbia
post~Yo~ktown section of the southeastern coastal plain of Virginia
(see also Oaks 1964 and Coch 1965 for detailed studies and revisions).

.
I
J

Pleistocene units recognized by Oaks (1964) east of Suffolk Scarp
and pertinent to this study are in ascending order: Great Bridge,

Norfolk, Kempsville, Londonbridge and Sandbridge formations~ All but

the Sandbridge formation appear to have been deposited at relative sea

levels higher than the present level.

i"

c,

b. Bay Entrance Study Area

Strata underlying Chesapeake Bay Entrance are known primarily
from a series of exploratory borings along the route of the Chesapeake
Bay Bridge Tunnel crossing from Cape Charles to Chesapeake Beach. Logs
of these borings (Chesapeake Bay Bridge and Tunnel Conunission 1960-1961)
and studiesof the boring samplesand data by Harrison (1963), Harrison
et a1 (196?) and ~IcLcan (1966) have establishedthe characteristicsand
prohable'age of sedimentary units underlying the Bridge Tunnel.

(
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A generalized profile of the Bridge-Tu~nel,.~Qute ;compiled from the

borings and published studies is included in 'Figure 4. Sedimentary

units_have been generalized on the basis of gro~s lithology and age.

The letters used to identify sedimentary units fon ,Figure 4 and in ~he

text are the same used on the Bridge Tunnel boring logs to identify

these major sediment types. Subscripted nume!als used on the logs to
identify interunit variations of lithology and soil properties have not
been used here.

Although the Bridge~Tunnel borings show a complex and diverse

stratigraphy in detail, three main sedimentary bodies .can be recognized.

These bodies are continuous and lie in a vertica! sequence. The lower-
most body consists of greenish gray compact sand and sandy clay usually
containing some silt and shells. The clay (Qait F) is generally upper-

most. but also appears below and interbedded with the sand (Unit G).

Standard blow counts (i.e.. number of 140 pound hammer drops of 30
inches needed to drive a 2-inch outside diameter, split-spoon sampler

I-foot) are generally higher in the F-G units than in overlying bodies

and usually range from 10 to 25 in the clayey unit (F) and 30 to 100 in

the sandy unit (G). Studies by Harrison (1963). Harrison et al (1965)
and McLean (1966) show that the F-G sediments are of Miocene age.

The surface of the F-G sediment body has been deeply eroded. pre-

sumably by fluvial processes during a' lower relative stand of the' sea

(Figure 6). Deposited over the old erosion surface is a soft gray

silty clay to sandy silt (Units B&C). The lower part of the soft gray

~ediment is usually silty clay (Unit C) and the upper part a sandy silt
(Unit B). In contrast to the underlying sediment. this material is

cnaratterized by its low bearing strength - standard blow counts rarely
exceeded 5 blows per foot anywhere in the unit.

Units Band C occur along almost all of the Bridge-Tunnel route.

At the south end (off Chesapeake Beach) the B-C sediment unit is re-

placed by a sand possibly similar to but probably not directly related
to the A Unit described below. At the north end of the Bridge-Tunnel

route the stratigraphic position of the B-C units is occupied by a
complex set of localized lenses of sand. silt. and clay. The 'B-C sedi-

ment pinches out over highs in the underlying greenish-gray sediments

and has possibly been eroded by recutting in the deep Channel A under
Fisherman Island. Dates on samples within the underlying B-C unit show

that these sediments were deposited in shallow marine and fresh water
environments during the Holocene transgression. (Harrison et al 1965.

Maynard Nichols personal communication and faunal studies of McLean

1966, Nelson 1969)

Fine well-sorted gray sand of very uniform appearance (Unit A)
overlies the entire sequence between Fisherman Island and Thimble
Shoals Channel. TI1is is the characteristic surface sediment of the

Bay Entrance area. and it occurs in the majority of cores obtained for

this study. At the Bridge-Tunnel the sand is quite variable in shear
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compiled from engineering borings.
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strength as indicat~~by a wide range or blow counts both from boring
to boring 3,1)9"in pl.ices within "the-6ame bore -hole. In general, however,
standard blow counts average-IO to '20 in- this-~nit.

Two, more restricted, units occur in the Bridge-Tunnel section.
Both appear between the greenish-gray sediment (F&G) and the overlying
soft, gray sediments. One of these is a peat (Unit D); the other is a
coarse, iron-stained sand (Unit E). Except for isolated patches, these
units are concentrated in the area south of Chesapeake Channel. There
is no clear evidence that one overlies the other at any point; both
apparently occupy the same stratigraphic horizon. However, for reasons
discussed later, they are not believed to be time. equivalents.

,
\

3. Shallow Subbottom Structure and Bedding
.

Two'distinct patterns of bedding are evident in the 300-foot
section of subbottom strata covered by CERCseismic reflection records.
In .the lower part of the recprds, the reflector surfaces tend to be
continuous, smooth, parallel to sub-parallel and dip very gently in a
predominant east to southeast direction. Strata overlying this more or
less uniformly bedded section tend to be discontinuous. Truncations
and fadeout of reflector surfaces, secondary bedding between primary
reflectors, and erosional features commonly occur in this section
throughout the study area.

A buried erosion surface continuously underlies the entire study
area. This surface is characterized by a number of deepchannels,
probably of fluvial origin, crossing the Bay Entrance area in a north-
west' to' southeast direction, and a large -channel trending east-west
along the southern margin of the area. In places, the erosion surface
divides the distinctively bedded upper and lower subbottom sections;
elsewhere it lies within the upper sections.

..

The impression of complexity afforded by acoustic reflections ~n
the upper section is verified in the western part of the study area by
borings for the Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel. These borings show fre-
quent discontinuity in the lithologic and physical properties of sedi-
ments at similar depths, albeit gross lithology is more regular
(Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel Commission (1960-61). also see IIarrison
(1963), McLean (1966). In general, the complexly bedded section shown
in records at and near the Bridge-Tunnel correlates with sediment
units A,B,C,D, and E of the Bridge-Tunnel borings (Figure 4). I.hile the
lower evenly bedded section correlates with the F and G units. These
latter units have been identified as r-tioc.ene age sediments by Ilarrison
(1963), 'lIa"rrison et al (1965), and McLean (1966).

The general structural trend of strata contained in the evenly bed-
ded lower section of the records is illustrated by the map in Figure S. .
This map shows contours on a prominent reflecting surface within the
lower section. Other reflectors withi,n the evenly bedded section

15
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more-or-less parallel the key re~lector. Since the key reflector dips

below record coverage at the south margin of the entrance area grid

lines' (Figure 2), it is too deep to appear on records from. the recon-

naissanc~ area off Virginia B~ach. A hypothetical position of this
reflector in the reconnaissance area was constructed by selecting a
higher reflector within the evenly bedded section from records near the

south margin ,of the grid, mapping this higher reflector through the

reconnaissance area to the south, and applying ,the depth difference

between the higher and lower reflector measured in the area of overlap.

.,

I
i,
.r
,
"
t
,
i

1
i

.

The major erosion surface is sharply defined in places by a strong

~eflector; however, in many areas it can only' b~ approximated pe~ause

of masking by overlying reflectors or deficient acoustic contrast across

the boundary. Despite these deficiencies enough information is avail-

able for tentative mapping (Fig. 6). This mapped system may be con-

tinuous with the ancient drainage system described by Hack (1957),
Harrison (1963), and Harrison et al (1965).

.

The largest channel (Channel A, Figure 6) is believed to be con-

tinuous with the presumed ancestral Susquehanna, described, by Harrison
et al (1965) from the region just north and west of the study area.

The maximum depth of the thalweg in this valley is not clear because

the central portion of the valley is obscured on reflection records.

This is due to an acoustically opaque stratum which lies above and '

apparently follows the thalweg. Unless a gorge exists below the

opaque layer the maximum projected depth is probably less than -200 ft.
MLW. .In this connection, Beckmann, Drake and Sutton (1961) concluded

from seismic reflection data at the Bridge-Tunnel crossing that no

channels in the subbottom extended deeper than -150 feet; Harrison

et a1 (1965) found channeling to a depth of -160 feet MLW below the

Bridge-Tunnel, and McLean (1966) indicates that Pleistocene sediments

Teach a depth of at least -185 feet MLW off Fisherman Islands.

Two other channels (B and C) flank and roughly parallel the course

of Channel A. Channel B is separated from Channel A by a low divide

rising to about -90 feet MLW. Channel ~ to the east is separated from
Channel A by a high broad divide rising to -50 feet ~1LW. Both Channels

B and C have maximum thalweg depths of around 120 to 130 feet within
the study limits.

A fourth channel (D) crosses under the Bridge-Tunnel near its

south terminus at Chesapeake Beach. This channel has a thalweg depth

of -13Q. feet MLW and was considered by Harrison et al (1965) as pos-
sibly an ancestral channel of the James River. .Because of the sonic

attenuation attributed to organic content in a thick silt blanket
covering most of Lynnhaven Roads, subbottom reflections were not

obtained on most of the seismic profiles covering the study area south'

of ~imble Shoals Channel. As a consequence alignment of Channel D

east of the Bridge-Tunnel has been inferred largely from core and

boring evidenence. Channel D appears from the Bridge-Tunnel borings
~.
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to have cut through sediment unit E and well into the underlying F-G
units. Several cores in Thimble Shoals ChanITel recovered material at
less than -60 feet MLWassociated with the E unit and two (C 34 and
C 42) penetrated. to an underlying silty sediment regarded as probably
continuous with the F-G unit. On this basis and support from the
Bridge-Tunnel data, a high 'in the 'erosion surface near Chesapeake
Channel has been extended southward under Tail of the Horseshoe 1;0
Thimble Shoals Channel.

The only reliable geophysical line between "cl1esapeake Channel and
Thimble Shoals Channel is line D-Ewhich shows a continuous reflector
,at less than -60 feet MLWcrossing under ,Tail Q£ t,he Horseshoe. This
reflector is consistent with the core data. However, a second strong
reflector dips southward from a high point near the sediment surface at
Chesapeake Channel to a depth of 130 feet just south of Thimble Shoals
Channel where subbottom penetration was lost. This second reflector
may represent an erosional unconformity in the presumed Miocene sedi-
~ents below the erosion surface delineated by Harrison et al (1965)
and on Figure 6, or it may actually be continuous with the erosion sur-
face mapped to the north. If the latter concept is true, the channel
as based on the deeper reflector of line D-E and a discontinuous,
apparently associated reflector visable on parts of lines 4 and M in
the Lynnhaven Grid would be much wider and include the small channel
shown on the Bridge-Tunnel section north of the larger Cham'iel D. The
probably trend of this larger channel would be southeast rather than
east and it would passunder the south Bay Shore between Lynnhaven
Inlet' and Cape Henry.

Since firm data on alignment are not available, the interpretation
of Channel D as shown on Figure 6 is based on the core and boring data
with Channel D trending eastward between the high under Tai~ of the
Horseshoe and the land area to the south where Oaks (1964) interpreted
the Miocene surface lying generally at less than -SO feet MLW. TI1is
seems the most reasonable explanation based on the meager data at hand.

Reflections from fill in the various channels is characterized by
the common occurrence of hi~1 angle bedding surfaces especially in the
large A and0 Channels. On some records no stratification or bedding
is apparent in the v;tlloy fill :1.lthough cross lines run on a perpen-
dicular heading clearly show bedding. Possibly reflectivity is
enhanced or diminished by the relative angles between the survey track
and the dip of the beds. It may also be that the bedding is not uni-
directional but that only certain sets have reflective interfaces.
Wherever these bedding surfaces have been detected, they were found to
dip soutIH\'estward, thus they 1ie almost normal to the axis of the south-
east 'trending A Channel and dip slightly upstream in the D Channel.

ThefiH
extend across
thins to only

..

is thickest wherf' the valleys are deep, but it appears to
the low interfluve between the A and B valleys where it
a few feet. Even in this thinning section internal
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bedding, dipping southwestward is still apparent. 'In the deeper parts
of Channel A the bedded fill overlies earlier fill of indeterminate'
"thickness.

A large channel reaching thalweg depths of about -180 feet MLW was

crossed by two closely'spaced Virginia Beach reconnaissance lines. The

approximate position and alignment of the channel is shown on Figure 6
by the mid-depth contours of -120 feet MLW"and designated Channel E.
There is insufficient data presently available to detail tqe channel

and other features of the buried erosion surface off Virginia B~ach.

.

4. Sediment Characteristics and Distribution

Much of the data on the character of sediments in Chesapeake Bay

Entrance was obtained from 57 cores taken fur this study. These 4-inch

diameter cores range from 2 to 20 feet long and provide fairly dense

coverage of the surveyed area (Fig. 2 and IS). "Additional data on sur-
face and subbottom sediments within study limits were obtained from

studies of grab samples and short cores by Ryan (1953), engineering bor-

ing data reported in Christians and Meisburger (1967), and chart nota-
tions on U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey charts. . Detailed coverage of
"surface and subbottom sediments along the track of the Chesapeake Bay

_ridge Tunnel (at the western border of the study area) are contained

n logs of engineering test borings made during foundation studies for

hat structure (Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel Commission, 1961). A num-
ber of cores qbta~ned for a dredging study by the Norfolk District,

Corps of Engineers, in 1970 are within this study area and have been

made"available for study. These cores are plotted on Figure 2.

The dominant surficial sediment of Chesapeake Bay Entrance is a

homogeneous (Figure 7) gray, fine to very fine quartzo?e sand, usually
well sorted and often silty. This' fine sand body mantles the bottom

almost everywhere within the study limits, (Figs. 8 and 9) except the
channels and Lynnhaven Bay where gray silt is the dominant sediment

type. Medium and coarse sand is rare; the only sizable concentration

at the surface occurs in Thimble Shoals Channel where a light brown to

reddish-brown coarse sand wit~ streaks and patches of gravelly sand
occur in outcrops (Figures 10 and 11). Smaller concentrations occur
in thin patches on the gray sand blanket and on the southwest rim of

Chesapeake Channel.

Of the 57 core~.taken for this study and 8 additional cores and

borings otherwise"available from the study area (Christians and

Meisburger, 1967 Norfolk District Dredging Survey, 1970), only 11 con-
tain surface sediments with a mean diameter coarser than fine sand

(.250 nw - 2.0 phi). Six of these cores are closely grouped in Thimble
Shoals Channel (C33, 34, 42, 45, 48, DH4) within an outcrop area of the

type E sand and "gravel previously discussed in connection with theeidge-TUnnel boring data (Figures 2 and 4). Core 51 on the north edge
. Tail of the 1I<)'rseshoe is judged to be in a small outcrop area of the

same unit which is continuous under the shoal. .
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Figure 11. Size distribution for typical samples of tlni t E sand.
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Thc'remainj~g four cores are from,the ~e~race fringingCape Charles.
These cores (ClO., 15,:: 39 and 21) contain a 'surficial layer 1 to 3 feet
thick composed of medium to very coarse, iron-stained, quartzose sand
(Figures 12 and 13). The sand, is distinctly different in texture and
appearance from the unde~lying and surrounding fine gray sand which is
characteristic,of the terrace. Unlik~ other sediments in the study area
these brown sands c~ntain. a significant content of shells and shell
fragments J mostly su.rf clams '(Spisula) and razor clams (Ensis).

Two of >the cores on Cape Charles terrace containing coarse brown
sand (CIO and 15) lie close together on the rim of a large semi-closed
depression off Fisherman Island. Geophysical records across the core
sites show'that these cores were taken in an area of sand waves 3 to 8
feet high. Ludwick (1970) recentlyreportedon these sand waves and
noted that coarse brown sand occurred in the area. He suggests that
tQe sand may be relict. Core 39 is from the flank of a peaked sym-
metrical feature about 10 feet high which may be a solitary sand wave.
Core 21 was retrieved from a relatively featureless area of the
terrace.

The fact that the coarse brown sand in the cores from Cape Charles

terrace all appear to be identical and the cores are in line northeast-
southwest suggests that the sand may be continuous between core sites.
If so the sand occurs in a narrow band as cores to either side of the

line contain fine gray sand.

The thickness o~ the fine gray sand covering most of the study

area is generally greater than the penetration of cores made for this

study. Deeper borings made along the Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel
show this deposit reaches a maximum thickness of 120 feet near
Fisherman Island and has an average thickness of more than 10 feet.

This sand is remarkably uniform in texture, and appearance. The

mean diameter of 95 samples obtained from cores in the deposit at
various depths from the water-sediment interface to 12 feet downhole

range from .098 to .216 mm (3.35 to 2.08 phi) \o,"itha standard devia-

tion of .25 phi (Figure 14). '

t>fost of the gray sand samples are well sorted. There is no pro-
nounced size differences betwe<:~n samples from shoals and depressions
on Cape Charles terrace, probably a result of the uniformity in avail-
able sand rather than uniformityin the distributionof wave and
current energy over the terrace area.

A sharp lithologic break occurs in cores from the south slope of
Tail of the Horseshoewhere the medium to very coarse sand and gravelly
sand exposed in l1\imble Shoals Channel is thinly buried by fine gray
sand near the outcrop line. Except for cores penetratingto this
coarse stratum few cores in the study area sho\o,' sharp Iithologic con-
trastin verticalsection. '

~
~
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Photos of typical samples frum the coarse, brown, shelly
sand occurring in patches,on the Cape Charles Terracc.
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Figure 15 is 'an isopach map showing sediment thickness over a re-

flective horizon called the blue horizon. The isopach reflector surface

is more or less level and dips slightly southward. '\'hereit appears,

the blue horizon is generally the uppermost 'clearly definable reflector.

The irregular to smooth appearance of the blue horizon su'ggests that in
places it follows an erosional surface and else\"herelies along a depo-
sitional surface. Though acoustically weak or entirely lacking in

places, the blue horizon is believed to be present throughout the study

area as a zone or interface separating sediments of different physical

properties. Cores and borings for the Chesapeake Bridge-Tunnel indicate
that the blue horizon is probably near or at the base of the ubiquitous

fine gray sand blanket (Type A) covering most of the study area.

(

West pf Channel A"(Fig. 6) data from outcrop, cores, and Bridge-

Tunnel porings indicate that the isopach reflector generally overlies

finer sediments (Types B,C,D,F,G) or coarse sand (Type E). East of
Channel A, information on underlying sediments is deficient because few

cores in this area penetrated the upper sand blanket; however, varia-

tion in acoystic contrast along the blue horioon and the partly

erosional, partly depositional, appearance of the interface suggest

that ,und,erlying sediments are ;variable in physical properties.

Based on the Figure 15 isopach map, the total volume of sediment
~ove the isopached (blue) reflector within study limits is estimated

to be 1.8 x 109 cubic yards.
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Sectian III. DISCUSSION

. Miacene strata .of the Chesapeake Graup underlie the entire study
regian and can be carrelated at the. graup level thraughaut. In wells
an sauthern Delmarva Peninsula, and an the sautheastern Virginia
caastal plain the tap .of the Miacene has been assigned a Yorktawn age
(Sinnatt and Tibbetts 1957,. Oaks and Cacho 1965, Oaks 1964, Harrisan
et al 1965). Miacene sediments penetrated by Bridge Tunnel barings
near Chesapeake Channel are cansidered ta be na yaunger than St. Marys
age by McLean (1966) indicating that Yarktawn sediments were either
eraded fram this area .or never depasited.

Several CERCcares in the vicinity .of Thimble Shaals Channel arc
judged ta have penetrated ta the Miacene surface an the basis .of
lithalagic carrelatian with nearby Bridge-Tunnel barings; na fassil
evidence was .obtained in these cares. Care 36 near Chesapeake Channel
(Figure 2) penetrated material cantaining well-preserved, unwarn macra-
fassils .of definite Miacene Age but uncertain farmatianal affiliatian.

Past-Miacene depasits .of the sautheastern Virginia Caastal Plain
have. been described in detail by Oaks and Cach (1963) and Oaks (1964).
Past-Miacene stratigraphy under the sauthern Delmarva Peninsula has nat

~~~ detailed, and knawn depasits are assigned ta the Pleistacene
\ bia Graup undifferentiated.

. Na direct re~atj;anship between past-Miocene sedimentary units in
'the study area and thase described fram the adjacent land areas .of
sauthern Delmarva Peninsula and sautheastern Virginia can be shawn. If
such a relatianship exists, it seems mast likely. ta be between the
caarse gravelly sand (Unit E) autcrapping i~ the study area at Thimble
Shaals Channel; the lithalagically similar gravelly sands .occurring in
Calumbia Graup depasits an sauthern Delmarva Peninsula, and gravelly
sand .occurring in the lawer member .of the Great Bridge Farmatian
(Pleistacene) under the sautheastern Virginia Caastal Plain (Oaks 1964).
Other gravel bearing units in the sautheastern Virginia caastal plain:.
the Kilby facies, l3acans Castle Farmatian; members .of the Narfalk
Farmatian; the Kemps~ille Farmatian and Landanbridge Farmatians are
passible carrelatives .of Unit E. Hawever the Kempsville and Landan-
bridge Farmatians arc nat knawn ta .occur ] O\'ler than -17 feet MSL nar ta
directly .overlie the Miacene surface ~lile Unit E .occurs as deep as -90
MSL and characteristically .overlies an eraded surface in Miacene strata.
TIle Ba<:,ans Castle Farmaqon has nat been identified east .of Suffalk
Scarp \~hich lies sever"a 1 miles' \v~st .of the study area. The Narfalk
Farmatian cantaining gravelly members and found as deep as -35 feet. HSL
is a passible but less likely carrelative ta unit A t.han the Great
Bridge.

r'
lL
peat

Because .of the caarse character .of Unit E sediment and its apparent
onship ta buried stream channels, it is believed ta be a relic .of
sea level; thus' late Wiscansin glacial .or earlier in age. Unit D

which .occupies with Unit E the same stratigraphic h.oriz.on .onthe
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eroded surface of underlying Miocene strata has radio carbon ages
placing it in the time frame of the Holocene t~ansgression. (Harrison
et aI, 1965).

Since borings do not show any points of overlap between units D
and E, their relative age cannot be determined; it is possible that
both are of the same age. However the coarse~ poorly sorted texture
and absence of marine shells in most unit E material suggest a fluvial
origin and the heavy iron stains indicate subaerial exposure, which point
to a time of origin at least predating the local. onset of the Holocene
Transgression.

. Sediment units A, Band C which overlie the dated peat horizon D
(Harrison et al 1965) are clearly of Holocene age and are judgedto
include both transgressive and post transgressive facies. Studies of
microfossils from the soft silty units Band C have been made by
McLean (1966) using bridge tunnel samples and Nelson (1969) and Nelson
and Meisburger (1972) using CERCcores. Both studies indicate that the
units were formed in fresh to brackish shallow water environments. A
carbon-14 age of 11,500 yr BP +1200 yr on organic detritus' sampled from
9 to 12 foot downhole on CERC Core 37 (Maynard Nichols, personal com-
munication), indicates a transgressive' Holocene age for this material
judged to be a part of Unit B.

ment
age~
sive

Based on radioactivity dating of peat in underlying Band D sedi-
units it is clear that the fine gray sand of 'unit A is of Holocene

Evidence suggests that 'at least pa~t of the unit is post-transgres-
(i.e., since relative sea level reached its present position).

I
j

\
\
~.

,

\

Study of microfossils from CERC cores, in unit A showed species
adopted to the environment presently existing in the area (Nelson 1969,
Nelson and Meisburger 1972). In addition,. th~ top of unit A averages
only about -20 feet MLWand locally rises to and slightly above sea
level. Reworking or post depositional uplift could also account for
the present elevations of the unit, and a Holocene uplift has been'
postulated by Harrison et al (1965), but deposition at relative sea
level near that of the present time seems the most probable explanation.

i
\

The silt deposit in Lynnhaven Bay may be post-transgressive, thus
not Jirectly related to unit B. The Lynnhaven silt appears to have
been ] aid dO\m in deeper water than most of unit B (Nelson 1969) and it
lies at a shallower depth.

1110.e;~sion surface plotted from seismic reflection data in Figure
6 is judged to correspond with the top of the Miocene in the area to
the south and west of the northeast wall of Channel A which cuts diago-
nally heneath the Entrance Area. Only a small segment of the Bridge-
Tunnel complex lies north of Channel A (Figure6) thus subbottom lithol-
ogies below the penetration range of CERC cores is obscure. According
to Bridge-Tunnel borings, the top of the Miocene is truncated at the
steep no.1'th wall of Channel A about 40 feet below the top of the wall
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(Figure 4. App.A. Lines C and 11). The erosion surface mapped on
Figure 6 to the north and east of Channel A is underlain by about 30
feet of post-Miocene sediment deposited prior to the cutting of

Channel A and is thus probablyplder than late Wisconsin. In the area

enclosed 'by the north wall of,Channel A. the Bridge-1unnel and the

south Bay shore. this older deposit appears to have been largely if not
entirely removed by the-various channels and the erosion surface as de-

picted in Figure 6 is considered to be essentially at the top of the

r-1iocene. With the exception of Unit E which may possibly be a relic of
the post-Miocene but pre-erosion surface deposit. the fill over the
Miocene surface south and west of Channel A is entirely Holocene.
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Ryan (1953) estimated that a volume of 46.4 x 109cubic yards of sand

would be needed in the southern Bay area to fill the old Pleistocene

channels to an extent consistent with present bath}~etry. He concluded
from these estimates that the sediment produced or contributed to the

Bay since its invasion by the Holocene seas was not sufficient to

account for this fill plus the 14.75 x 109 cubic yards of fill esti-
mated to have been deposited in mid-and upper-Bay locales. A contribu-

tion of sediment from the Atlantic Ocean to the lower Bay was thus

. considered probable.

(
Although Ryans' estimate of channel depths in the Bay Entrance did

not take into account the possible Holocene uplift later postulated by
Harrison et al (1965) which would reduce needed fill in the 10l-'erBay.

the volume 'stiU needed to fill the uplifted channel s coupled with the

fact that the old channels in mid- and upper-Bay arc only partially
filled while they are almost entirely burled in the lower Bay, strongly

suggests a sediment influx into the lower ~ay from the oc'ean side.

The Pleistocene Channels in the Bay Entrance area (Figure 6) have

been filled for the most part with fine silty sediment of units Band

C deposited in a shallow brackish to fresh water environment (Harrison

et al, 1965; McLean 1966. Nelson. 1969. Nelson and Meisburger (1972).
This deposition presumably took place during the most recent transgres-

sion as the formcr stream channels were being progressively embayed.
It is probable that the bulk of these fine sediments were brought down
by the parent streams to come to rest in the emhayed esturarics. How-

ever the persistent southwest dip of bedding planes in the channel fill

detected on seismic reflection profiles (Appcndix A) suggests tllat dep-

ositional control and possibly the immcdiate sediment sourcc may have

been to the northeC!st of the Entrance area. It is possible therefore

that the prepondcrance of unit Band C sediments \\'c1'es\~ept across the

area frol1\the ocean side to aggrade the old channels while the sediments

and processes internal to the channels exerted only minor influcnce on

the filling process.

The fine gray sand (unit A) which comprises thc surface and near
surface deposits on the terrace surrounding Cai>e Charles and surmounts
the Horseshoe -~ seems very likely to have originated from sources
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outside the Bay ,area. The very shallow shoal tops and apparent occur-
renceof this sediment above sea level at Fisherman Island in addition

to a microfauna. adapted to present conditions in the Bay Entrance

,(Nelson 1969), indicate deposition of at least the upper part of this
unit at or above existing relative sea level.

Present sources of sand-size sediment bayward of the deposits in

the entrance are largely to be found on the wester" shore of the Bay

area \"here shorc" erosion and main-stream drainagc are estimated. to have
produced the bulk of post-tran~gressive Bay sediments (Ryan 1953). If

type A sand in the 'nay Entrance is largely of post-transgressive origin,
it is unlikely that the source area is in the western B~y because the
western Bay sands grade finer toward ~he inner bay, and the deep central

Bay channel is mud-floored (Ryan 1953); thus, no avenue of present large

scale transport between the western shore and the entrance area is

apparent.

Transport of sand from the eastern shore of the Bay to the entrance

area seems a more feasible route, but sand production on the eastern
shore is relatively small and probably inadequate to account for the

.large volume of Tn)e A sand present around the entrance area.

Further evidence of a possible seaward origin for the fine gray

sand body is a contrast in percentages of some heavy minerals contained

in the B3.Y Entrance area sands to percentages of the same minerals in

other'Bayareas. Of the 78 samples from the Bay area examined for heavy

minerals by Ryan (1953) 13 were in the fine gray sand body south and
west of the Cape Charles area. In these 13 samples hornblende ranged
betwecil l!H, and 52% of the total heavy fraction; hornblende exceeded 19%

in only 9 of t'he 6S samples from elsewhere in the Bay. Chlorite ranged

from 4 to 38 percent in samples from south of Cape Ch~rles, but was
only 1 percent or less in samples from west of Cape Charles and else-

where in the Bay area. Black opaques which are generally 25% to 60% of
the total heavy fraction in most Bay samples, are less than'lO% in all

but 4 of the samples from the gray sand blanket.

Since the fine sand flats around Cape Charles contain a size range

that is not common elsewhere in the Bay, the differences in percentage

of hornblende, chlorite and bla.ck opaques may be due to a preferential
associ at:ion of these minerals with the dominant size mode of the sand.

However, the degrce of difference in size with some large areas of sand

in the Bay is not great, and the percentage difference in the content of
these nlincrals js substantiaL

Pleistocene and Holocene events have been the dominant influence

in shari ng "the present bottom and sha11O\" subhottom ch:rractcrist ics of
the Bay Entrance. Rcpcated erosion of underlying Miocene strata
occurl'cJ as a consequence of low sea level stands during Pleistocene
glacial cpochs.

"
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During interglacials, the sea repeatedly invaded the region

leaving a series of marine, and marginal marine deposits. Many of

these depbsits are preserved on the southeastern Virginia coastal

pl~in (Oaks, 1964), but with the possible exception of Unit E no Pleis~
tocene deposit in the area southwest of Channel A (Figure"6) appears
to have survived late Wisconsin erosion. On the broad high between

Channels A and B, a section of Pleistocene sediments apparently re-
mains between the Miocene surface and the erosion surface mapped in

Figure 6.

During much of Holocene time this upland would have formed a south-
ward extension of Delmarva Peninsula restricting the Bay mouth to the

area occupied by Channels A and D (Figure 6). If the Holocene uplift
postulated by Harrison et al (1965) is taken into account, the relative

rate of sea level rise in Chesapeake Entrance must have been very slow;
consequently conditions changed only slightly from the onset until

about 5,000 years BP when drowning of the upland between channels A and
B opened the Bay mouth.

If the foregoing is a true representation of the Holocene advance,

then fill in the Pleistocene Channels probably could not have origi-
nated with the advance of a sediment mass from the northeast as a land

barrier would have existed in this direction until "after the time of

deposition indicated by radiocarbon dates on material within the fill

( ~rison et al 1965,' Maynard Nichols personal communication).
The fine gray sand comprising much ,of the surficial sediment

blanket in Chesapeake Bay Entrance probably did not begin to form until

after drowning of the upland between Channels A and B since it overlies
and extends well bayward of this high. Recent work by Ludwick (1970)

indicates that the surface layers of this sand mass are being actively

formed by currents and waves, and it seems possible that active sedi-
mentation may still be taking place.

Gross bottom morphology in the Bay Entrance is judged to be largely
due to the accretion of the fine gray sand and little related to events

predating its deposition. Little if any topographic expression of the
old Pleistocene erosion surface now remains in the Bay Entrance. The
major positive topographic features are areas of accretion of the fine

gray sand on the sand flat surrounding Cape Charles and over the Horse-
shoe area. Chesapeake channcl and the main entrance channel are the

principal negative features. Both appear to be due as much to accre-
tion of sediment masses to the flanks as to SCOllr, the north \...all con-

sisting of the southern ed~:c of the sand flat surrounding Cape Charles
and the southern wall consisting of sand accreted around Capc Henry and
on Tail of the lIorseshoe.

Evidence of this can be seen on geophysical records which cross
the north wall of Chesapeake Channel and the main entrance channel

f. '''cndix A). On Chesapeake Channel records (1ines E and DE). a
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str~ng reflector passes under the flanking terrace at or near the level
of the channel £loor indicating that the channel floor may be .continu-

ous with the $urface of the older unit underlying the terrace sands. A

truncated reflector on the wall flanking the main entrance channel at

about -60 feet MLW (lines 8 and K) suggests that here the channel may be

partly the result of erosion and partly the product of upbuilding on the

flanks. Core 37 in the Chesapeake Channel and Core 23.near the main

entrance channel. both show indications of deposition in shallower water

than presently. exists over the area. Core 37 from 3 to 9 feet downhole

contains a foraminiferal ass~mblage dominated by Arenoperalla'mexicana

indicating conditions transitional to the present environment (Nelson,

1969). Below 9 feet downhole, a peaty layer has been established to be

a near sea level deposit of transgressive Holocene age (~laynard Nichols,
personal communication).

Section IV. SAND RESOURCES

1. .'Sand Volume Requirements

The major potential sand requirement of the Corps of Engineers in

the region is for fill to restore and maintain Virginia Beach, Virginia.

Existing and recommended projects call for restoration and improvement

of the 'segment of beach between Rudee Inlet and 89th Street by placing
an initial fill of 2.4 million yards of sand. Maintenance will require

133,000 cubic yards annually plus the existing maintenance fill amount-
ing to 163,000 cubic yards annually now furnished by dredging from Owl

Creek. The total annual maintenance [111 is thus 296,000 cubic yards.

Initial 'fill plus annual maintenance fill for a SO year period ~ill re-
quire 17.2 x 106 cubic yards of suitable sand.

i I
f i
I I

: I

2. Sand Suitability and Potential Borrow Areas.

I
I

i I

I .....

I

1

The. suitability of borrow sand for beach restoration and nourish-

ment depends on several factors. Important factors are size distribu-

tion, composition, and economics of recovery and placement. Borrow
material significantly smaller in gradation than the native beach ma-

terial will probably prove unstable under the wave and current regimen

on the beach, and will be rapidly eroded. The most suitable borrow
sand is sand having nearly the size characteristics of the n3tive beach

material. A desirable composition is one in which the particles are
composed of hard inorganic material such as quartz that will not de-

grade readily in the ]ittoral environment.

Within the limits of study, the collected data indicate that there

are only two areas with significant deposits of sand suitab]c for fill

on nea.rby beaches. The ubiquitous fine gray sand and sandy si 1t cover..

ing much of the bottom of the Bay Entrance contains little usable ma-

terial because of its fine grain size.

'.::~~.:
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t promising deposit crops out in Thimble Shoals Channel and
trant in the south flank of Tail of the H6rseshoe. 'This

coarse brown to reddish brown sand and gravelly sand
ata suggest that the deposit extends to and thro4gh the "Tail
shoe shoal to near the south wall of Chesapeake Channel
reases to a thin layer. It does not appear to extend north-'
~ deeper part of Chesapeake Channel. South of the Thimble
)p area, the coarse sand body appears to extend under Lynn-
but is deeply buried under a silt and silty clay layer.
,ws the approximate configuration, extent and thickness of
nd gravelly sand in the Thimble Shoals deposit which appears
recoverable. Within the outlined area. about ~.500,000
of Type E material is exposed, and the voiume available in
calculated to be 11.9 x 106 cubic yards. In a~dition, about
ic yards arc estimated to be available in the .area ,bordering
"i th a removal of no more than 5 feet of overburden.

of mechanical stability. the Thimble Shoals material is
~. Most of the sand grains are quartz which is resistant
and chemical degradation. Some gravel particles are com-
tic rock which is partly decomposed. These fragments con-

minor fraction of the sediment.

1 lenses of well-sorted. clean sand closely matching the
11' in the Thimble Shoals deposit. HoweVer. the split
lat these layers are generally bedded with interspaced
!cd with gravel and occasional thin clay partings. The
than the native sand will be removed from the heach soon

"' and the coarser particles will tend to remain.

ssible source of suitable beach fill is the coarse brown
in the area covered by Cores 10. 15, 21 and 39. Assuming

cur in isolated patches of the approximate extent shown
average thickness is 3 feet, then about 1.9 x 106 cubic

lterial would be availabl e. Since data are 1.imited con-
i in this area, more detailed study including field data
t be required to more accurately assess the magnitude of
material.
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Figure 16.- Dctailed pbn view of the Thimble Shoals outcrop of Type E
sand. Cro~shatchcd area outlines the area of outcrop or near
outcrop whcre the most economically recoverable material lies.
Contours are on the first subbottom reflector.
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Section V. SUMMARY

'The entrance to Chesapeake Bay study area lies between Cape Charles
and Cape Henry encomp~ssing shallow portions of lower Chesapeake Bay and
the adjacent Atlantic Continental Shelf.

Wide expanses of sandy to silty bottom in less than 35 feet of
, water characterize the entrance. These shallow flats are cut by deeper

channels reaching -40 to -90 feet MLW; locally, linear shoals and de-
pressions create depths of -50 feet to less than -10 feet.

Borings in the Bay Entrance show that it is underlain by Miocene,
Pleistocene and Holocene sediments. Seismic reflection records showing
bedding in sediments to -300 feet MLW indicate that the deeper strata
underlying the Entrance area are more or less mutually parallel and dip
gently toward the east and southeast. Most of these strata are thought
to be Miocene. Shallower subbottom strata in Chesapeake Bay Entrance
are complexly bedded; internal bedding surfaces, channels and discon-
tinuous sediment lenses are characteristic.

Large channels, now filled and buried, cut under the Entrance area
in an easterly and southeasterly direction. TI1ese channels are be-
lieved to be Pleistocene Channels of major streams now tributaries to
Chesapeake Bay.

The dominant sediment in the Bay Entrance is a fine to very fine
gray sand which covers much of the northern two thirds of the area.
Siltoccupies Lynnhaven Bay and covers much of the channel floor.
Coarse, gravelly sand is exposed locally in Thimble Shoals Channel and
occurs in patches elsewhere.

Sand suitable for nourishment of ocean beaches within reasonable
hauling distance of the Bay Entrance occurs only in the coarse sand and
gravelly sand exposure in TI1imble Shoals Channel. It is estimated that
19.4 x 106 cubic yards of this sand can be obtained either in exposure
or,under less than 5 feet of overburden.

It is estimated that 1.8 x 109 cubic yardsof the fine gray sand
has accumulated in the Bay Entran'ce. This sand is considered to be
Holocene age and derived primarily from sources on the adja':ent Atlantic
Shelf or littoral rather than from Rayward sources. The coarse gravelly
sand of Thill!ble Shoals Channel is believed to be a relict fluvial de-
posit of Pleistocene age or earlier. The silty sediments of the channels
and in Lynnhaven bay arc judged to be of Holocene age.

11
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED GEOPHYSICAL PROFILES

Appendix A contains line profile drawings of selected seismic
reflection records from the Bay Entrance grid area.

"Fix" numbers and points of crossing lines arc plotted along the

,upper margin of the profile.

The bottom and all subbottom reflectors are delineated and those

reflectors mentioned in the text are identified by letter symbols.

All depths are in feet below mean sea level; and based on an

assumed sound velocity of 4,800 feet per second in water and 5,440

feet per second in the subbottom.

Position of lines and fixes are plotted on Figures 2a and 2b.

(
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-APPENDIX B

GRANULOMETRICDATA

Appendix B contains 'the results of size analysis of selected samples
from the study area.

Samples are identified by core number, CERC identity number, and
sample interval within the core. These samples are plotted by core num-
ber on Figure 2.

Size analysis data for all cores are filed with the National Oceano-

graphic Data Center, of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency,

U. S. Ocpartment of Commerce, Washington, D. C. and at the Coastal Eng-
ineering Research Center, Washington, D. C.
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GRA;'iULOIETRIC DATA FOR SELECTE iSHORE SAMPLES (Total-Sample)
,-

Standard Standard
Core CERC Interval ledian 1edian Iean 1ean Deviation Deviation
No. ID No. (ft) Type (<P) (rom) (<P) (mm) (<P) (mm)

1 1 1.5 3.07 .118 3.08 .118 0.35 .784
5.0 3.06 .119 3.08 .118 0.35 .779

r" .,. 11 Ll 0.5 2.84 .138 2.82 .140 0.36 .774
3.5 2.96 .128 2.97 .127 0.42 .742
6.5 2.92 .131 2.80 .143 0.72 .605
9.5 3.18 .109 3.01 .123 0.68 .623

12.5 2.80 .142 2.61 .162 0.85 .551
15.5 2.92 .131 2.90 .133 0.42 .742 ,

,;.

15 15 0.5 0.71 .607 0.85 .554 0.55 .680
1.5 1.12 .457 1.37 .386 0.73 .599 Y

.::. 2.5 2.75 .148 2.63 .161 0.53 .688 ,
0'\ 3.5 2.77 .145 2.68 .155 0.62 .649 I

!
24 24 0.5 3.29 .101 3.17 .110 0.32 .796

3.0 3.29 .101 3.12 .114 0.40 .754
.745

I

6.0 3.22 .107 3.15 .112 0.42 t
;.!

9.0 3.33 .099 3.09 .117 0.53 .687 }

11. 5 3.53 .086 3.33 .099 0.37 .768 t
I

29 29 0.5 2.92 .131 2.91 .132 0.44 .736 1"

i
3.0 3.06 .119 2.84 .138 0.77 .582 .
4.5 - 3.12 .114 2.91 .132 0.69 .618
7.0 2.78 .114 2.60 .164 0.84 .555 ,..
8.5 2.41 .187 2.24 .210 0.97 .507

31 31 0.5 2.41 .187 2.45 .182 0.50 .704 t
r

3.0 2.93 .131 2.92 .131 0.45 .724 . I
6.0 2.84 .139 2.86 .137 0.40 .756 i32 34 0.5 2.74 .149 2.73 .151 0.41 1.362

1.46 .363 1.69 .315 1.00 2.00
I

7.0

I

13.5 1. 57 .333 1..62 .325 0.54 1.457

I
I
J
I

_.. _., .._.... ._..... _ 9.' -- - t- .
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GRANULO1ETRIC DATA FOR SELECTED OFFSHORE SAMPLES (Total-Sample)

":-

Standard Standard
Core CERC Interval Median Median lean Hean Deviation Deviation
No. ID No. (ft) Type () (mm) () (mm) () (mm)

35 '37 1.0 2.94 .130 2.88 .136 0.52 1.437
2.0 2.55 .171 2.46 .180 0.69 1. 617
8.5 1. 20 .437 1. 27 .415 0.89 1.859
9.5 1. 29 .408 1. 41 .377 0.75 -.1.685

11.0 2.03 .245 2.05 .241 0.46 1. 374
12.0 2.09 .235 2.02 .247 0.66 1. 575
13.0 1.04 .486 1. 03 .490 0.74 1.665

40 42 0.5 2.80 .143 2.78 .146 0.34 1. 270
3.5 2.88 .136 2.84 .139 0.35 1.275
7.0 '2.88 .136 2.87 .137 0.36 1. 281

45 47 1.0 1. 93 .263 1. 98 .254 1.06 2.08
.l:>o 2.5 1. 65 .320 1.62 .325 .59 1.502--J

4.5 .97 .510 1.12 .461 .97 1.959
7.0 2.44 .184 2.12 .230 1.01 2.02
9.0 2.00 .250 1. 96 .256 .72 1.645

50 52 1.0 2.98 .127 2.95 .129 .36 1.286
4.5 2'.61 .163 2.45 .183 .70 1.624
8.5 1.48 .358 1.50 .353 1.02 2.030

12.0 1.53 .347 1.51 .351 .95 1.935

54 56 1.0 2.01 2.48 2.00 .251 .46 1.377
2.5 2.50 .177 2.48 .179 .48 1. 395

4.5 2.22 .215 2.23 .213 .55 1.467
7.5 2.06 .240 2.08 .237 .54 1.453

13.0 2.09 .235 2.08 .236 .57 1.487

57 59 1.0 2.98 .127 2.95 .129 .43 1.347

7.0 2.97 .128 2.96 .129 .38 1. 297

13.0 2.72 .151 2.62 .163 .53 1.440

I

r
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'APPEND.1X C

SEDIMENT'DESCRIPTIONS

Appendix C contains visual description of sediments contained in
cores from the study area.

Core number, CERC identification number, and sample depth in core
are listed to the left. The cores are plotted on Figures 2a and 2b.

Visual descriptions are based on both megascopic and microscopic
examination. The descriptive statement generally contains (in order)
the following clements:

1. Color

2. Color code per Munsell Soil Color Charts (1954 Edition)*

3. Dominant size or size range.

4. Major compositional element or elements with the dominant
constituent listed first.

*Col~r ~ode for Norfolk Dredgint survey and from Christians and
Meisburger (1967) are not available from the original logs.

* Munsell Soil Color Charts, 1954 Edition, Munsell Color Co., Inc.,
Baltimore, Maryland
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CORENO. CERC 1D 1\0. \\'ATER DEPTH INTERVAL (FT) DESCRIPTION-
1 1 ?- 0-20 btm Dark gray - silty clay..)

........
2 I 2 24 0-1 Light bro\\l1ish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine to coarse

shelly quartz sand
2-20 btm Gray (10 yr 6/1) very fine silty sand

3 3 23 0-7 Dark gray (N4), very fine sand and silt

7-20 btm Dark gray (N4), silty plastic clay

4 4 33 0-11 btm Gray (NS) soft sandy clayey silt

S S 33 0-8.6 Pale brown (10 yr 6/3) fine quartz sand, silty,
slightly plastic in places

8.6-11 btm Pale brown (10 yr 6/3) medium quartz sand

6 6 29 0-4.7 btm Light bro\mish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well
.b sorted quartz sand
CD

Light brO\mish gray (10 yr 6/2), fine well7 7 35 0-1.7 btm
, sorted quartz sand

8 8 28 O-l'btm Light bro"TIish gray (10 yr 6/2) well sorted
fine quartz sand

9 9 56 0-13.3 Light brownish gray' (10 yr 6/2)

13.3-13.5 btm Gray (NS) sand, silt, ,clay and vegetable
matter

10 10 32 0-24 btm Light gray (10 yr 7/2) medium to coarse quartz
sand
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CO!,E NO. CERC ID NO. l'iATERDEPTH INTERVAL CFT) DESCRIPTION

11 11 33 0-12.3 btm Gray (10 yr 6/1) fine well sorted quartz sand

12 12 42 0-10.2 btm Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well
sorted sand becoming finer and slightly silty

1:""'..... at -8 ft
,

1 13 38 0-5.5 btm Light brO\\TIishgray (10 yr 6/2) fine well:>

sorted quartz sand

14 14 36 0-2.4 btm Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

15 15 27 0-2 Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) medium to coarse
quartz sand

2-4.5 btm Gray (10 yr 6/1) fine well sorted quartz sand

16 16 24 0-4.3 btm Light broTIish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted

K..'l quartz sand
J

17 17 24 0-3 btm Light broTIishgray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

18 18 24 0-2.7 btm Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

19 19 31 0-5 Light broTIish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

5-5.7 btm Light ye11ol'lishbrO\.m (10 yr 6/4) fine well
sorted quartz sand

20 20 37 0-4.5 btm Light brohTIish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand



CORENO.

t'"'~,.
21

27

28

CERC 10 NO. WATERDEPTH I~!ERVAL (FT)

· 21 34 0-1

1-2.3 btm

0-3.5 btm

0-3.8 btm

0-11. 5 btm

0-9.3 btm

0-6

6-6.5

6-7.5 btm

27 35 0-3 btm

28 28 0-5' btm

~ ,

DESCRIPTION

,Lightbrownish gray (10 yr 6/2) medium to
ccarse quartz sand

Light bro\vnishgray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

Light yellowish brO\~l1 (10 yr 6/4) sandy silty j

plastic clay ,

Brown (10 yr 5/3) fine silty clayey sand
becoming more clayey and plastic at bottom

.

Light bro\mish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

~
rI

I
I
i

t
!

i'

22 22 36

23 23 31

24 24 37

25 25 41

26 26 36
t-"'1

Gray (10 yr 6/1) fine well sorted quartz sand

Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well
sorted quartz sand

Light brO\\l1ishgray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

Light brO"l1ishgray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand
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CORE NO. CERC 10 1\0. \\'ATER DEPTH INTERVAL (FT)

V''''' 29 29 32

30 30 36

31 31 25

32 34 35

U1
N

33 .35 40

0-8.4 btm'

0-8

8-10.9 btm

.- -,,-
~ ,~~--- £"_..~-~ '

.
DESCRIPTION

l

I

,

I

I

i

Grayish brO\ffi (10 yr 5/2) fine quartz sand
slightly silty at -6 ft

Pale bro~n (10 yr 6/3) fine well sorted quartz
sand becoming slightly silty at -6 ft

Pale brown (10 yr 6/3) medium well sorted quartz
sand

Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

Light bro~TIish gray (10 yr 6/2) well sorted very
fine quartz sand

Gray (10 )T 6/1) fine \"ell sorted quartz sand

Light brOlmish gray (10 yr 6/2) medium quartz
sand

fine well sorted quartz sand

yr 6/4) well sorted medium

Gray (10 yr 6/1)

Light brOlffi (7.5

quartz sand

Light yellowish brown (iO yr 6/4) medium to
coarse quartz sand

Light brO\ffi (7.5 yr 6/4) medium to very coarse
sand and granules

Very pale brO\ffi (10 yr 7/4) fine to coarse
quartz sand (interlayered)

Yellow (10 yr 7/6) coarse quartz sand and
granules

15.7-15.9 btm Light reddish bro~TI (10 yr 6/4) silty clay I,I,
I

I
~.

0-6

6-10.9 btm

0-6.4

6.4-8.4

8.4-12

12-14.6

0-3

3-6.7

6.7-14

14-15.7
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CERC ID NO. WATERDEPTH INTERVAL (FT)

34

35

36

36 50

37 37

38 37

0-2.3

2.3-8.6

8.6-18.7 btm

0-3.6

3.6-7.5

7.5-12.5

12.5-13.8 btm

0-6.4

6.4-9.6

9.6-11.9

11.9-16.5 btm

~

DESCRIPTION

Light yellowish brown (10 yr 6/4) coarse
quartz sand and granules

Reddish yellow (5 yr 6/8) very coarse
quartz sand, granules and pebb1es

Light reddish brown (10 yr 6/4) silty clay
turning grayer and with decomposed shells
below 17.6 ft

Gray (10 yr 6/1) fine silty quartz sand

Gray (10 yr 6/1) sandy, clayey silt

Yellow (10 yr 7/6) well sorted medium quartz
sand

Yellow (10 yr 7/6) coarse to very coarse
quartz sand, granules and pebbles

Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well
sorted quartz sand .
Gray (10 yr 6/1) clayey silt, mixed with
pebbles and sand from 8.4 to 9.6 ft

'Very pale brown (10 yr 6/4) coarse' brown
sand granules and pebbles

Gray (10 yr 6/1) silty shelly sand with
t-1iocene shells
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CORENO. Gi<C ID :;0. WATERDEPTI-I INTERVAL (FT) DESCRIPTION-

37 39 55 0-17.9 btm Gray (10 yT 6/1) soft plastic clayey silt with
plant detritus in plates

38 40 26 0-12.5 btm Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) well sorted
,':'" fine quartz sand,

39 41 24 0-2 Pale brown (10 yr 6/3) medium coarse quartz sand

2-11 btm Light oro"ish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

40 42 24 0-7.9 btm Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

41 43 23 0-16 btm Light bro"ish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well sorted
quartz sand

42 44 34 0-9.5 Pale brown (10 yr 6/3) medium to coarse quartz
sand

(JI 9.5-10.2 Light reddish brown (5 yr 6/4) coarse sand
A pebbles and cobbles

10.2-16.9 btm Light reddish brown (5 yr 6/4) compact very fie
silty sand,

43 45 37 0-15.5 btm Dark gray (10 yr 4/1) silty clayey very fine sand

44 46 48 0-2.5 Very pale brown (10 yr 7/3) medium to very coarse
quartz sand

2.5-4.4 btm Very pale brown (10 yr 7/3 fine well sorted
quartz sand

45 47 42 0-2.5 Light brO\nish gray (10 yr 6/2) medium quartz
sand

2.5-9.7 btm Very pale brown (10 yr 7/3) fine to coarse sand
and granules thin clay layers at 8 ft and 9 ft,
sand reddish below 9 ft.
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47
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CERC IO ~:O. W..\TER DEPTH I;\TERVAL eFT)

43

49

50

51

.52

53

38

38

38

39

32

12-14 btm
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DESCRIPTION

Gray (10 yr 4/1) fine to very fine quartzsand

Dark gray (N4) plastic clay with brown
mottling

Grayish bro\\'n(10 yr 5/2) fine slightly silty
quartz sand

Light yellowish brown (2.54 6/4) medium to
coarse quartz sand

Gray (10 yr 5/1) fine silty quartz sand

Brown (7.5 yr 5/3) soft plastic clay

Light bro~'T1ishgray (10 yr 6/2) fine silty
quartz sand

Light yellowish brown (10 yr 6/4) medium to
coarse quartz sand with granules

Light reddish brown (10 yr

Gray (10 yr 5/1) fine well

becoming silty at -8 ft

Reddish brown (2.5 yr 4/4) coarse quartz sand
with sparse gravel

6/4) clayey silt

sorted quartz sand

Gray (10 yr 6/1) fine silty sand

Pale brown (10 yr 6/3) medium quartz sand

Grayish brown (10 yr 5/2) medium quartz sand

Dark gray (10 yr 4/1) plastic sandy clayey
silt

Gray (10 yr 5/1) silty fine quartz sand

I

/'

,~..

b

. _ _ . J
_~ lt k,..-!.::'... . I.,~ . ' ..

0-10

10-11.2 btm'

0-6.5

6.6-10.4 btm

0-9.8

9.8-15.9 btm

0-8

8-10

10-17.5

0-10

10-12.5

12.5-13 btm

0-2

2-6

6-12



CERC ID NO. WATERDEPTH INTERVAL (FT)CORENO.

52 2354

...~,..

53

54

23

21

55.
56

59 61

60 62

61 63

0-1

1-10.9 btm

0-9.5

0-13.8 btm

9.8-19.5 btm

0-11.5 btm

0-13.5

0-2.8

2.8-5.5

5.5-12.2 btm

. 0-3.5

3.5-17 bt;r.

0-15.6 btm

0-9-5

9.5 -11 .6 btm

..

'~
"

DESCRIPTION

Very pale br~wn (10 yr 7/4) fine well sorted
quartz sand

Light yellowish brown (10 yr 6/2) fine well
sorted quartz sand

Light gray (10 yr 7/2) fine quartz sand

Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) fine well
sorted quartz sand

Gray (10 yr 5/1) plastic silty clay with
brownish mottling, sandy at -17 ft

Light gray (10 yr 7/2) fine well sorted quartz
sand

sorted quartz sand

6/2) fine to medium

Gray (10 yr 6/1) fine well

Light brownish gray (10 yr
quartz sand

Light gray (10 yr ill) medium to very coarse
quartz sand and shells

Gray (10 yr 6/1) sandy silt

Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) very fine silty
sand '

Gray (10 yr 6/1) sandy silt becoming clayey
near bottom

Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) very fine silty
quartz sand

Light brownish gray (10 yr 6/2) very fine quartz
sand

Light gray (10 yr i/1) medium to coarse quartz
sand

~:f

...--...
,
\

,

l
I
I

I
I
1

I

!
:

i
~

r,
II
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I,
I

~

r '

56 58 25

, 57 59 21

<.J1 58 60
(])
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CORES FROM NORFOLK DREDGING SURVEY

r;:-

CORENO. CER ID NO. WATERDEPTH INTERVAL eFT) DESCRIPTION

NIB 50 0-4 Yellow broTI fine to coarse sand and gravel

4-18 btm Dark gray fine to very fine sand with silt and
organic clay

N19 47 0-4 Dark gray organic silt and clay, trace fine
sand

4-15 Dark gray organic clay and silt

N20 38 0-4 Dark gray very fine sand and silt

4-9 Yellow gray finp.to medium sand

9-14 btm Gray organic silt and very fine sand<...,.,
-.J. N2l 46 0-1 Black organic silt

1-10 Dark gray fine to very fine sand trace silt
below 8 ft

10-16 btm Gray fine to coarse sand becoming yellow gray
near bottom

N22 49 0-2 Dark gray fine sand and silt

2-12 Dark gray organic silt and very fine sand

12-14 btm Dark gray organic clay and silt

N23 51 0-2 Olive fine to very fine sand and clay

2-19 btm Dark gray organic silt and very fine sand
micaceous

N24 38 0-11 btm Dark gray very fine sand, some silt
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CORE NO.

.-' DH4

DH5

tJl

CD

CERC ID NO.

~._. --- -"-....

.~
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CORES FROM CHRISTIANS AND MEISBURGER (1967)

WATER DEPTH INTERVAL (FT)

40

40

DESCRIPTIO;-.l

Dark gray silty fine sand

Brown silty medium to fine sand

Dark gray sandy silty clay, trac~ shells

Dark gray silty clay

Grayish brown silty coarse to fine sand

Bro"TI coarse to fine sand

Gray clayey silty sand and shells

. .~> - -,..,.."..

~ , ,
t
!

;
t
II
i
i
l
r,.j
i
t
~

!

I

J-'

0-16

16-20

20-27

27-33 btm

0-5

5-17

IT-27 btm
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